This is Visual Vocal | SCENES AND HOTSPOTS
Change your profile
settings by clicking on
your image.*

You current context
within a Project is shown
in this compact path

Additional commands
can be accessed from
the “More” button.

Add new scenes and
content by clicking on
the Add button.

You can hide the Details
pane at any time by
clicking the close button.

A V|V can have multiple
scenes within it, each
scene representing a
different locale.

Media type lets you tell
our system how your
panorama image is
composed.

Your list of Projects are
always available.

You can create short text
descriptions for most
items. This give viewers
context for what they are
seeing.

Assign a location for each
hotspot within a scene
panorama by clicking the
“Place” button.

Access support information
and learn more about Visual
Vocal from these links.
*not supported in initial beta version

There is a budget for image
downloads so that people can
access your content in a
reasonable amount of time.

Each hotspot can
contain up to four visual
variations for which you
want feedback.

The Details Pane always gives you information
and control over the properties for selected
items. It appears any time you select an item
such as a scene, V|V, or person.

This is Visual Vocal | PEOPLE
If a person does not
seem to be responding
to a request to join a V|V,
you can resend an
invitation.

Because this person
has already been
verified in the Visual
Vocal system, their
personal data is locked.

Access quick popups
that explain various
options.

Find out who has accepted their
Visual Vocal invites and who has actually
responded to the current V|V

You can quickly see how many
of the V|V questions a given
person has responded to.

People can have one
of several roles:
• Project Owner
• Stakeholder
• Participant
• Viewer
• Inactive

This is Visual Vocal | PLACING TELEPORTERS

After placing your
teleporter, closing
the window saves
your placement.

The current
teleporter is shown
with crosshairs to
aid in finding it.
Tapping on a new
location on the
underlying
panorama assigns a
new location for the
teleporter.

